
 

TMP-300E/400E Automatic Cellophane Overwrapping 
Machine 
 

 
 
Haichina Machinery Co.,Ltd is one of the best TMP-300E/400E automatic cellophane 
overwrapping machine manufacturers and suppliers in China, equipped with productive factory, 
welcome to buy discount and high-quality perfume box wrapping machine, automatic overlay 
wrapping machine, shrink wrapping machine china supplier, cellophane packaging machinery, 
Bopp over wrapping machine, overwrapping machine used products from us and check the 
price with us. 
 
Overwrapping machine 
 
Overwrapping machine or cellophane overwrapping machine. Overwrapping machine is suitable 
for the automatic packing of box-shape single objects or box-shape single objects or box-shape 
many objections such as pharmacy, food, health products, and tea, cosmetic present stationary, 
audiovisual products etc. Overwrapping machine can replace the box in the paper and also can 
reduce the packing cost about 95%. Using the machine to pack can defend take proof moisture 
and proof dust, and etc. Overwrapping machine improve the productions level, increase the 
productions additional value. Overwrapping machine can be linked to with boxing machine to 
compose packing production line. 
 
Over Wrapping Machine is widely applied in the products, such as Medical box, Gum, Health 
products, Tea-leaf, Cubic-sugar, Disk, condom, Cigarette, tape, Poker, Soap, Square-share 
battery, and etc 
Overwrapping machine is also known as cellophane wrapping machine is majorly used for 
perfume carton wrapping, perfume box wrapping. 
Overwrapping machine is majorly used for clear film wrapping for condom box, condom cartons. 
Overwrapping machine is comes in category of wrapping machine for sealing of cartons. 
Carton overwrapping is main application for all types of cartons packing, box packing, in 
perfume bottles to seal the film for aesthetic sense. 



Overwrapping machine is wrapping machine for Bopp film wrapping use. 
The machine provides high work speed from 30-150 packages one minute, Range of sealing 
bar widths and a multiple sealing bar option. For all applications that require longitudinal sealing 
on the bottom of the product. 
There are a number of different feeding systems although the standard one has push rods. 
Provide good protection to products to dustproof waterproof. 
 
Main Features of Overwrapping machine 
 
1. Adopting the man-machine interface, PLC control, Failures diagnosing software . 
2. Adopting the servo motor to feed film. The speed and the length can be adjusted .Using the 
film smooth and length accurate. 
3. Adopting full cylinder drive. Steady running. Accurately. Synchronizing conveniently adjusting 
hard sealing. 
4. Compact structure. Easy to operation and Manipulating complete safety device 
  
Main Technical Parameters of Overwrapping machine 
 

Model TMP-300E TMP-400E 

Packaging material OPP,BOPP , PVC 

Production capacity 5-30 package/minute 

Bag size (mm) L(50-300)*W(40-220)*H(10-90) L(50-400)*W(40-250)*H(10-90) 

Power supply AC380V 50Hz, 6.5Kw 

Working pressure 0.6 Mpa 

Air consumption 400 L/min 

Weight 750 kg 850 kg 

Outline dimensions (mm) 2450*900*1750 mm 2450*1000*1750 mm 

Size of feed table (mm) 1650*320*930 

 


